
<h2>Finding Collectible Furbies – Identifying Vintage Furbies</h2>

<p>The original Furby toys were first introduced in 1998. Tiger Electronics offered the original 
Furby for sale from 1998 to 2000. Hasbro introduced a new version of Furby for sale with 
updated electronics, the Emoto-tronic Furby, in 2005 and continued offering it for sale until 
2007. In 2012, Hasbro released a new line of Furbies for sale that included an app for iOS and 
Android.</p>

<strong>What vintage Furbies are collectible?</strong>

<p>While most Furbies, even some special editions vintage Furbies, were released in large 
production runs, some special edition Furbies were released in much more limited numbers.
Look for original Furbies that are still in their unopened, original packaging. If the packaging has 
been opened, ask for a written assurance that the electronics and mechanical parts still work as 
they did originally and that the newer or original Furby's fur is clean and undamaged. The 
packaging should also be undamaged include all the original papers. Hard-to-find special edition 
Furbies for sale include:</p>

<ul>
<li>Patriotic Furby -- sold by KB Toys, 72,000 produced, released in May, 1999</li>
<li>Wizard Furby -- sold by Toys R Us, 90,000 produced, released in July, 1999.</li>
<li>Millenium Furby Version 1 ("World Trade Center Furby") -- 30,000 produced with 5,000 
sold exclusively at Windows on the World, the gift shop in the north tower of the World Trade 
Center, released in August, 1999.</li>
<li>Racing Furby -- sold by K-mart, 72,000 produced, released in September, 1999.</li>
<li>Tropical Furby -- sold at selected Toy R Us stores, 36,000 produced, released in October,
1999</li>
<li>Jester Furby – sold by Target in the United States and Zellers in Canada, 72,000 produced, 
released in November, 1999</li>
<li>President Furby – sold online, 36,000 produced, released in 2000</li>
<li>Angel Furby – sold online, 10,000 produced, released for Christmas 2000</li>
<li>Bejeweled Furby – five produced with two sold online at a price tag of $100,000</li>
</ul>

<strong>What is the difference between vintage Furbies and later versions?</strong>

<p>Vintage Furbies communicate with each other through infrared ports on their foreheads. Like 
all Furbies, vintage Furbies begin their lives speaking only Furbish, but, thanks to a pre-written 
program, they appear to gradually learn English and speak more English and less Furbish as they 
gain experience. Vintage Furbies have light and motion sensors and also respond to loud noises.
When petted after saying a particular word or phrase, vintage Furbies repeat that word or phrase 
more often. Cams and gears attached to an electric motor raise the ears of vintage Furbies, opens
and closes their eyes and mouths, and causes them to lift themselves up.</p>

<strong>What distinguishes an Emoto-tronic Furby toy released between 2005 and 2007 from 
newer and vintage Furbies?</strong>



<p>Emoto-tronic Furbies are larger than vintage Furbies. Their mechanics provide more 
emotionally expressive faces, and they have a voice recognition system that allows them to 
respond to and communicate with their owner. They have on/off switches, but they also can be 
commanded to go to sleep. These Furbies lack light and motion sensors and don’t they respond 
to loud noises. Emoto-tronic Furbies cannot communicate with vintage Furbies or Funky 
Furbies, but they can communicate with each other. However Emoto-tronic Furbies don’t 
communicate with each other as much as vintage Furbies do.</p>

<strong>Identifying a Furby Toy released after 2012</strong>

<p>Furbies released since 2012 have LCD eyes giving them more expressive emotional 
reactions. They also adapt their personalities in reaction to their owner’s behavior. They come 
with an app for iOS and Android. The on/off switch has been replaced by a reset button, but
Furby toys released since 2012 turn themselves off after one minute with no activity.</p>

<strong>Content provided for informational purposes only. eBay is not affiliated with or 
endorsed by Furby Toys.</strong>

2012 Furbies
A new Furby was released in the fall of 2012. It has more expressive LCD eyes, a wider range of 
motions, its own iOS and Androidapp, and the ability to adapt its personality in reaction to user 
behavior.[14] The on-off switch is replaced with a reset button; the Furby turns itself off after one 
minute of inactivity.
Furby Party Rockers
A series of toys called Furby Party Rockers was released in addition to the 2012 Furbies [15].

Those feature pre-programmed personalities that differ between the various models.

Instead of the screens that the full-size Furbies feature, their eyes are made out of transparent 
plastic with a backing that has a static pattern printed.



The eyes have LED backlight and the printed image is stereoscopic so that it changes depending on 
the viewing angle. The Party Rockers don't have any moving parts.

Furby Boom
In summer of 2013, about a year after the Furby 2012 came out, a new Furby was released with 
new different colors and new Personalities. It has a brand new iOS and Android app, called Furby 
BOOM, with many new features.[16][17]

Furby Connect

In 2016 another new Furby with more expressive eyes and movements was released, along with an 
app containing a whole world of Furblings for it to interact with. The Furby Connect has a 
translucent plastic joystick on its head which lights up different colors when toggled and is used to 
control games played with Furblings in the app. Unlike the 2012 Furby and Furby Boom, the Furby 
Connect does not change personalities. However it can sing songs that it "learns" from the app.

History

Initial creation
Dave Hampton and Caleb Chung spent nine months creating the Furby (in addition to nine months 
spent designing the toy). After two attempts at licensing the concept, they invited fellow toy and 
game inventor Richard C. Levy to join their efforts to sell Furby. Levy brought Furby to Tiger 
Electronics and Tiger's Roger Shiffman bought the rights to it. Furby's first public appearance was 
at the American International Toy Fair in 1998.[2][3][4][5]

Furby toy from McDonald's

Furbies originally retailed for about US$35,[6] and upon release, they sold very well. Catapulting 
demand during the 1998 Christmas period drove the resale price over $100, and sometimes as high 
as several hundred dollars. Furbies sold for over $300 in newspapers and in auctions. Nicknames 
were given to the different aesthetic varieties, and sellers assigned rarity values to them.
The significant aftermarket demand (and price) for the toy resulted in cases of fraud in which 
customers paid for Furbies that were never delivered. Parental battles, arguments, and fights 
increased rapidly as supplies dwindled, and when retail supplies ran out, parents turned to 
the Internet, where Furbies could be purchased for two, three, or more multiples of their retail 
price. During one 12-month period, a total of 27 million Furby toys were sold.[7]

2005 revival

2005 saw the reintroduction of Furby with the release of the new Emoto-Tronic Furby.



2012 revival
On April 12, 2012, it was announced that Hasbro would be making a new line of Furbies. The new 
line was released in September 2012.[8] As of December 2012 there were sixteen colors: Teal, 
white, black, purple, tangerine-tango, yellow, aqua, navy blue, plum, pink, pink/teal, orange/blue, 
black/pink, blue/yellow, teal/purple, gray/teal.[9] Furbies were one of the eleven toys named top 
toys for Christmas 2013 by the Toy Retailers Association at the DreamToys Convention where they 
unveil their predictions for most popular holiday toys annually.[10]

Types

Classic Furbies
The main reason for their popularity[citation needed] was because of apparent "intelligence", reflected 
in their ability to develop language skills.
Furbies can communicate with one another via an infrared port located between their eyes. Furbies
start out speaking entirely "Furbish", a language with short words, simple syllables, and various 
other sounds. They are programmed, however, to speak less and less Furbish and more and 
more English as they "grow".
There was a common misconception that they repeated words that were said around them. This 
belief most likely stemmed from the fact that it is possible to have the Furby say certain pre-
programmed words or phrases more often by petting it whenever it said these words. As a result of 
this myth, several intelligence agencies banned them from their offices.[11]

A simple electric motor and a system of cams and gears close the Furby's eyes and mouth, raise its 
ears, and lift it off the ground in a faux display of mobility.
The originals are popular with many hackers as they can be dissected and made to do interesting 
things. In particular, their advanced audio capabilities and various sensory interfaces make them 
popular with the circuit bending community.[12][13]

Other Furbies
Furby Babies

In 1999, the Furby Babies line was introduced. Furby Babies are smaller than the original, have 
higher voices, and cannot dance, but they switch to speaking English more quickly. They also have 
an extended vocabulary and different "Easter eggs" and "games" built into them. Furby babies come 
in 24 different colors. All have white eyelashes and one of six different eyecolors.

Furby Friends
Novel Furbies were also released, including an interactive Furby-like "Gizmo", from the 
film Gremlins, a Furby-like "Interactive Yoda" based on the Star Wars character, and a Furby-like 
"Interactive E.T." from the movie of the same name. Another "friend of Furby", called "Shelby", is 
similar to Furby, but looks like a clam, has vast improvements in memory, and has a different 
personality; it was released in 2001 and can communicate with the original Furbies and Furby 
Babies. They also have sensors that can sense loud sounds, can sense being upside down (they say 
things like "Shiver me timbers" and "Walk the plank" when left them upside-down for an extended 
period of time), and they laugh when "tickled" (their antennae – or "tennies", as they like to call 
them). They also purr when "petted". They can be fed by sticking a finger in their mouth. Similarly, 
Shelbies do not have their own names, unlike the classic Furbies. Shelbies are also capable of 
knowing if it is talking to a Furby or another Shelby, saying phrases such as "Where's Furby?"—
though they cannot differentiate between a Furby and a Furby Baby—they just assume it is a Furby. 



In addition to English, Shelbies also know some Furbish words and also have their own unique 
language called "Shelbish".[citation needed]

Emoto-Tronic Furbies

This Furby was released in August 2005. Larger than the previous version, the new Furbies have 
been upgraded with a more emotional face and a voice recognition system, enabling them to 
communicate with humans. Unlike the Furbies originally released, just one order is necessary to 
make them 'sleep', and they have an on/off switch. They can communicate with other Emoto-tronic 
Furbies, though to a lesser extent than the communication between original Furbies, and they 
cannot themselves communicate with the original Furbies nor Funky Furbies. They also lack light 
sensors and basic motion sensors and do not respond to loud sounds as the originals do. These 
Furbies, according to the story they come packed with, are from Furby Island.

Emoto-Tronic Furby Babies

In 2006, a new version of Furby baby was released, with most notable features being the new look 
and a more "baby-ish" appearance in contrast to the Emoto-Tronic Furby adult. They also have 
considerably fewer features than the "adult" Furby, with a very limited vocabulary and a lower 
level of interactivity. Another notable feature of the 2006 Emoto-Tronic Baby Furby is the movable 
"legs" which unfurl when Furby baby is awake. Although they were a European exclusive, they were 
sold in the US via the Hasbro Toy Shop website.

Emoto-Tronic Funky Furbies

The Funky Furbies were released in August 2006 outside the United States. They are limited to two 
color combinations (pink and yellow; purple and green), and they can sing three new songs and 
dance. They can be taught dance routines and remember them.

2012 Furbies
A new Furby was released in the fall of 2012. It has more expressive LCD eyes, a wider range of 
motions, its own iOS and Androidapp, and the ability to adapt its personality in reaction to user 
behavior.[14] The on-off switch is replaced with a reset button; the Furby turns itself off after one 
minute of inactivity.
Furby Party Rockers
A series of toys called Furby Party Rockers was released in addition to the 2012 Furbies [15].

Those feature pre-programmed personalities that differ between the various models.

Instead of the screens that the full-size Furbies feature, their eyes are made out of transparent 
plastic with a backing that has a static pattern printed.

The eyes have LED backlight and the printed image is stereoscopic so that it changes depending on 
the viewing angle. The Party Rockers don't have any moving parts.

Furby Boom
In summer of 2013, about a year after the Furby 2012 came out, a new Furby was released with 
new different colors and new Personalities. It has a brand new iOS and Android app, called Furby 
BOOM, with many new features.[16][17]



Furblings (toy version)
In June 2014, a toy version of the Furblings from the Furby Boom app was released along with a 
Golden limited time one.[citation needed] It can communicate with Furby Booms, and can be used with 
the app too.
Furby Boom Crystal
The release for Christmas 2014 is called the Furby Boom Crystal series, with a redesign of the ears, 
face and feet and a new bright neon fur. The iOS and Android apps have also been redesigned.[18]

Furby Boom Crystal Furblings

In early 2015, it announced toy version of the Furby Boom Crystal Furblings from the app were 
released. Like the other Furblings, it can communicate with Furby Boom Crystals, and be used with 
the app.

Furbacca

In June 2015, a Furby that resembles Chewbacca from Star Wars was released. It is similar to the 
Furby Boom because it can hatch Furblings with the same app and more. It is known as the Wookie 
Furby and the new Furby Friend.

Furby Connect

In 2016 another new Furby with more expressive eyes and movements was released, along with an 
app containing a whole world of Furblings for it to interact with. The Furby Connect has a 
translucent plastic joystick on its head which lights up different colors when toggled and is used to 
control games played with Furblings in the app. Unlike the 2012 Furby and Furby Boom, the Furby 
Connect does not change personalities. However it can sing songs that it "learns" from the app.

In November 1999, The Jester Furby was released. It was available only in Target in USA and 
Zellers in Canada, and only 72,000 were produced. It was manufactured by the Furby factory JT. 
Famous for their poor training and poor worker ability, JT manufactured Furby colors such as Jester, 
Lamb and some Kid Cuisine furbys. Most of the Furbys manufactured by JT came with faults, parts 
missing, or they were just plain broken, straight out of the box. However, some JT Furbys are just 
fine. JT Furbys are known to be thinner than regular Furbys.

Hi-C Furby

Competition prize. Released 1999, it is one of the rarest Furby special editions, having only 5,000 
ever made. It was only available to obtain if you won it in a Hi-C contest.

It is almost identical to the Generation 1 Leopard Furby except it has a completely white tummy and 
black hair.



Kid Cuisine Furby

Competition prize. Exclusive to the winners of a Kid Cuisine contest and released in 1999. It is one 
of the hardest to find, only having 500 made.

A promotional special edition Kid Cuisine Talking Buddies version was also released, along with a 
Chicago Cubs Talking Buddies.

Thanksgiving Furby

Cancelled. Another hard to find one due to being unreleased. Only 10 are known to be in existence

Rockstar Furby

Cancelled. Another rare find, but still has variety. A number of 100,000 were produced, as evidenced 
by a fan's own Rockstar Furby, which is number 99,817 out of 100,000. It is unknown why Hasbro 
produced so many but cancelled them. It is also unknown where all the unsold ones ended up. They 
were possibly destroyed or stripped for parts. They also might have been auctioned off or given to 
people who worked for Hasbro.

Prototypes show sparkling blue or sparkling orange hair.

Christmas 2000 Furby

Cancelled. It was never shown outside of the Tokyo Toy Show in 2000. Only 1 model is known to 
exist.

Basically, he is a Snowball Furby with a scarf, hat, and buttons. Ironically, Snowballs are found 
around Christmas. He also has white inner ears and black feet to look like boots

4th of July 2000 Furby
Cancelled. Was intended to launch July 4th 2000. The prototype has an electronic cord coming out 
that hooks into a power source. A 4th of July Furby was toured around at ToyFair and other shows

Elvis Furby

Cancelled. A Furby was to be released in the year 2000 that looked like Elvis, and was a special 
edition. It was cancelled. The display model a collector has works, and it was to have Elvis singing.

Basically, it is an owl Furby with clothing and hair

Miss Furby
Cancelled. A parody of Miss America, Miss Furby, was to launch in 2001.

It is a Church Mouse Furby with a ribbon and dress

Rainy Day Furby
Cancelled. Also known as Sing'n In The Rain Furby. It is a Dalmatian Furby that wore a raincoat, 
boots, and had a little umbrella. It was going to be released in 2001.



Super Furby
Cancelled. A Furby that was to parody Superman was to be released in 2001. It was a Snowball
Furby with a cape and bodysuit with a Superman logo on it, but with the S replaced with an F
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